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ABSTRACT: Finance has become increasingly enabled by innovations and technologies af-
ter the global financial crisis, calling for profound reforms regarding the regulatory regime. 
Regulation has lifted requirements to deal with systemic risk in the post-crisis era, but being 
slow to address the rise of FinTech activities. Such a mismatch requires more accommodative 
regulatory treatments, bringing about the sandbox among others. As far as Mainland China 
is concerned, it has been very active in applying technologies to finance, but its regulators 
and policy makers have struggled to manage market dynamics. This article is aimed to explo-
re how to balance between ongoing regulatory reforms and a sharp rise of FinTech activities 
via the sandbox approach in China.
As an innovative regulatory tool, the sandbox is a safe space set to test innovation activities 
without harming consumers’ interests and fair competition. Since 2015, a growing number 
of sandboxes have been introduced to both developed and developing countries. This article 
selects some of them to make a comparative study. As presented by such cases, convergences 
co-exist with divergences, and the key elements can be summarized accordingly. The sandbox 
has been further examined as a form of principles-based regulation, alongside risk-based ap-
proach. It is not the only option or best practice to boost innovations, but it is beneficial as 
long as to get it designed carefully. Then this article reviews newly-established sandboxes in 
China by drawing insights from the comparative study, proposing a “to-reform” list to Chi-
nese reformers. As the conclusion, it highlights that the sandbox, carrying critical limitations, 
might face extra challenges in China.

Keywords: Regulatory sandbox, FinTech, Principles-based regulation, Risk-based approach, 
Pilot programs, Convergence and divergence

RESUMEN: Las finanzas se han vuelto cada vez más habilitadas por las innovaciones y tec-
nologías después de la crisis financiera mundial, lo que exige reformas profundas con respecto 
al régimen regulatorio. La regulación ha levantado los requisitos para hacer frente al riesgo 
sistémico en la era posterior a la crisis, pero ha tardado en abordar el aumento de las activi-
dades de FinTech. Tal desajuste requiere tratamientos regulatorios más acomodaticios, lo que 
genera el sandbox, entre otros. En lo que respecta a China continental, ha sido muy activa en 
la aplicación de tecnologías a las finanzas, pero sus reguladores y formuladores de políticas 
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han tenido dificultades para gestionar la dinámica del mercado. Este artículo tiene como ob-
jetivo explorar cómo equilibrar las reformas regulatorias en curso y un fuerte aumento de las 
actividades de FinTech a través del enfoque de sandbox en China.
Como herramienta regulatoria innovadora, el sandbox es un espacio seguro establecido para 
probar actividades de innovación sin dañar los intereses de los consumidores y la competen-
cia leal. Desde 2015, se ha introducido un número creciente de sandboxes tanto en países 
desarrollados como en desarrollo. Este artículo selecciona algunos de ellos para realizar un 
estudio comparativo. Tal como se presenta en tales casos, las convergencias coexisten con las 
divergencias, y los elementos clave se pueden resumir en consecuencia. El sandbox se ha exa-
minado más a fondo como una forma de regulación basada en principios, junto con un en-
foque basado en el riesgo. No es la única opción o la mejor práctica para impulsar las innova-
ciones, pero es beneficiosa siempre que se diseñe con cuidado. Luego, este artículo revisa las 
cajas de arena recién establecidas en China extrayendo información del estudio comparativo, 
proponiendo una lista de “reformas” a los reformadores chinos. Como conclusión, destaca 
que el sandbox, que tiene limitaciones críticas, podría enfrentar desafíos adicionales en China.

Palabras clave: Sandbox regulatorio, FinTech, Regulación basada en principios, Enfoque ba-
sado en riesgos, Programas piloto, Convergencia y divergencia.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing interplay between finance and technology, known widely as FinTech, 
is argued to reshape how financial services and products have been provided at a worldwide 
scale after the global financial crisis (GFC). Regulators are required to be innovative in over-
seeing market dynamics whilst pursuing systemic stability, which has been prioritized in the 
post-crisis reforms. Amongst, the regulatory sandbox (sandbox), formalized by the Financial 
Conduct Authority (FCA) in the UK in 2015, is employed to re-examine such a role played 
by regulators. The analogue has been introduced to China after the sharp rise of FinTech in-
vestments has encountered regulatory uncertainty.1 It is still too early to make conclusive re-
marks. However, reflections and limitations should be summarized to enable the sandboxes 
to fulfill regulatory goals as set whilst fitting into China’s financial ecosystem.

This article is aimed to explore how to balance between ongoing regulatory reforms 
and an inflated but controlled financial market via ‘the sandbox approach’ in China. It is 
apparently outdated to transplant certain models; instead, cases are selected to show op-
tions and alternatives. In essence, the sandbox is a form of principles-based regulation. A 
to-reform list will be presented by drawing insights from the comparative study and its na-
ture. It is further examined as a pilot program, which has been widely applied during Chi-
na’s market-oriented reform. This article concludes that the sandbox should be employed 
to signal regulator’s commitment towards innovations but far more fundamental reforms 
are required to make a shift towards a more principles-based regulation and an innovation-
friendly ecosystem in China.

1 The cases selected include the sandbox in Hong Kong SAR (HK). To differentiate, “China” in this article 
refers to the mainland. 
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II. REGULATION IN THE FINTECH ERA: OVERVIEW

Finance has continued to shape how technologies develop, whilst the latter are 
widely used in the financial sector2. The popular term “FinTech” came into existence in the 
early 1990s3, and hereafter, financial industry has become the most important buyer of IT 
products and services. FinTech investments totaled more than US$1,100 billion in the end 
of 20184. But it is still hard to give an exact definition. By category, computing and inter-
net-based technologies escalate into Internet of Things (IoT), enabling online platforms5. 
Big data and distributed ledger technology (DLT) allow for innovative and low-cost prod-
ucts and services6. Sub-sectors, including DLT, mobile payments and online platforms 
for lending and wealth management, have brought individual innovations into the entire 
financial sector7. During this course, digitalization has been highlighted8. With a long and 
symbiotic relationship, finance and technology have been interwoven deeper and faster in 
the post-crisis era than in the previous decades with digitalization touching on the heart of 
innovation-enabled technologies9.

Financial authorities and supervisory agencies used to support and initiate new de-
velopments in innovations10. But the recent unprecedented growth of FinTech investments 
has first triggered their hostility. Based on internet networks, digital platforms and services 
do not require a large-scale location, reducing significantly costs and barriers for FinTech 
firms to enter the market11. Ever-faster computing networks enable them to reach a grow-
ing number of end-users across the globe with few limitations caused by borders12. Both 
disintermediation and decentralization have made FinTech disruptive, conceptualized op-

2 arner, BarBeris and Buckey (2015); Wilde (2019).
3 Citigroup initiated a project to facilitate technological cooperation, named “Financial Services Technolo-
gy Consortium”, HocHstein (2015). Debates have revolved around “FinTech” or “TechFin”, depending on 
whether technology firms or financial intermediaries dominate innovation developments, dorfleitner and 
others (2017) pp. 5-10. A similar debate did happen in China, sHen and Xu (2019) pp. 31-33. Such distinc-
tion would gradually diminish as data analytics will be widely utilized by all market participants, ZetZscHe and 
others (2017b). This article doesn’t intend to conceptualize terminologies, and thus, will use “FinTech” for the 
convenience. FinTech is also used interchangeably to describe both innovation-enabled technologies and a spe-
cific group of firms which combine innovative business models with such technologies; the latter will be named 
as “FinTech firms” here. 
4 kpmg (2019).
5 eu parliament (2018a).
6 Brummer and gorfine (2014) p. 4. It can be further classified according to the types of innovations, faykiss 
and others (2018).
7 gao (2017).
8 oecd (2018) pp. 14-18.
9 Without a precise definition, it is hard to calculate the exact size of FinTech. But both multinational organi-
zations and financial institutions have produced and updated reports of FinTech investments with data, statis-
tics and further breakdowns, deloitte (2017); claessens and others (2018); pWc (2019a).
10 group of ten (2001).
11 Brummer (2015) pp. 1020-1031.
12 pWc (2016).
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posite to traditional financial intermediations13. At that moment, regulators were urged to 
deal with risks effectively whilst protecting customers. Stricter regulatory and compliance 
requirements have been exercised on the liquidity of banking institutions. A total fine of 
US$200 billion was charged on banks in 201514. Further information disclosure and oblig-
atory stress testing have been conducted to restore customers’ confidence on the industry15. 
Thus, reforms following the crisis are oriented to maintain systemic stability, leaving regu-
lators behind the changing and inflated financial market.

Regulators have shifted to support beneficial innovations as FinTech investments be-
come further influential after 201416. Especially, financial exclusion can be alleviated by ap-
plying new technologies17. Challenges should be carefully examined. First, financial institu-
tions have increasingly relied upon third-party platforms to provide data-related services, 
including data provision, cloud storage and analytics, and physical connectivity, whereby 
non-financial firms enter the financial market18. Regulators are facing a further fragmented 
market with new participants19. For example, Tech startups have their own business models 
and operations, including balance sheet and portfolios management, rendering it difficult 
for regulators to effectively trace their activities20.

In principle, regulators should consider whether and if so, how the rise of FinTech 
has changed risks and their implications for systemic stability. At the technical level, in-
novations have substantially raised market complexity, questioning if we truly understand 
such technologies that underlie financial activities21. As far as consumers are concerned, 
FinTech could bring new risks and also manifest existing risks, arising from new types of 
products and services, new models of business and also lack of education22. Moreover, tech-
nologies have enlarged information asymmetry, which is one primary contributor to sys-
temic risk23. As of the banking industry, at the micro level, risks carried by FinTech activi-
ties should be addressed to ensure the safety and soundness of individual institutions, and 
meanwhile regulators need to be vigilant for opportunities to facilitate beneficial innova-
tions. Regulators are required to strike a refined balance between prudential regulation and 
innovation developments at the macro level24. However, FinTech activities are innovative, 
which means that they are not covered by existing regulations, or they have progressed fast-

13 anagnostopoulos (2018) pp. 9-11; Xu (2018b). Traditional financial institutions have both similarities and 
differences with such new players, sHen (2022).
14 kpmg (2019b).
15 stevenson and Wolfers (2011).
16 scHWeitZer and others (2018); eu parliament (2018b).
17 pHilippon (2017).
18 fsB (2017).
19 kpmg (2019b).
20 magnuson (2018) pp. 1176-1178 & 1206-1207.
21 Bis (2017).
22 Boeddu, cHien and istuk (2021).
23 spina (2019).
24 BcBs (2018).
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er, leaving regulators behind25. To compete with new market participants, banks have up-
graded their internal risk controls, and their convergence with such industries as software 
and internet, telecom and hardware have been accelerated26. With growing technological 
interdependencies among key market players and infrastructures, such disaggregated actors 
might be more susceptible to external shocks than incumbents27. An IT risk event, arising 
from individual institution, might escalate into a systemic crisis given that the financial 
market carries massive environmental features which are conducive to a systemic cyber 
compromise28. Innovations can also be used by criminals to develop monetary laundering 
techniques and finance terrorist activities.

The technology-enabled financial market has also lifted regulatory complexity, mak-
ing it hard, if not impossible, to continue absolute regulatory policy prescriptions upon 
ever-changing FinTech activities; instead, versatile application of agile approaches and tools 
might better match with market dynamics29. Regulatory technologies (RegTech) refer to 
applying innovations and technologies to regulatory monitoring, reporting and compli-
ance30. Following the crisis, stricter regulatory requirements made the use of such as auto-
mation of reporting and targeted risk management being a natural and promising solution 
for incumbents to reduce compliance costs31. In terms of regulators, they have become 
aware that agile financial technologies will assist to better enforce prudential regulation and 
supervise institutions accordingly. Financial institutions and infrastructures have produced 
more and better-qualified data, providing the most fertile area for regulators to develop 
advanced RegTech solutions, which are aimed to generate greater granularity, precession 
and frequency in data reporting, aggregation and analysis32. Regulators are thus attracted 
to improve their capacities to collect, analyze and exchange data and information to deal 
with risk in a quicker and exact manner, supplying early-stage warnings, identification, 
and management. The maturing FinTech market has contributed to the development of 

25 fsB (2019) pp. 8-10 & 17-20; sHen (2019).
26 The cross-industry convergence started decades ago but has speed up due to innovation developments, alt, 
Beck and smits (2018) pp. 235-238.
27 alt, Beck and smits (2018) pp. 239-241.
28 Cyber risk was first viewed as an idiosyncratic operational risk of doing business through the internet and 
has evolved to include operational risks linked to the firm’s immediate business partners and customers, ka-
ffenBerger and kopp (2019). Systemic cyber risk can be understood as the risk that “a cyber event (attack(s) or 
other adverse event(s)) at an individual component of a critical infrastructure ecosystem will cause significant 
delay, denial, breakdown, disruption or loss, such that services are impacted not only in the originating com-
ponent but consequences also cascade into related (logically and/or geographically) ecosystem components, 
resulting in significant adverse effects to public health or safety, economic security or national security.” It is 
controversial whether a cyber risk could have systemic impact directly on the financial sector, Warren, kaivan-
to and prince (2018).
29 deloitte (2015).
30 Another analogue is SupTech, supervisory technologies. The difference is argued to lie in which party, the 
regulator or the regulated, will benefit from innovations, but doubt revolves around whether such a division 
carries real differences, arner, BarBeris and Buckey (2017).
31 englisH and Hammond (2017).
32 arner, BarBeris and Buckey (2016); kavassalis and others (2018); aBur and murpHy (2019).
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RegTech solutions being accelerated smoothly and quickly33. With joint efforts from both 
regulators and the firms, RegTech is making a paradigm shift towards a new and different 
regulatory framework situated at the nexus of data and digital identity34.

Overall, the large-scale introduction of innovations and technologies has spread 
changes across the entire scope of services and products which were traditionally sup-
plied by financial intermediaries. RegTech solutions come into play, strengthening the 
link between regulators and the regulated via a new dimension. The post-crisis regulatory 
framework has been challenged to monitor a changing market effectively and efficiently. 
Regulators have combined the sandbox, the innovation center and other pilot programs to 
facilitate FinTech activities and meanwhile deal with risks associated.35

III. THE SANDBOX APPROACH TO FINTECH REGULATION

3.1. sandBoXes: from tHe uk to tHe World

Borrowed from computing science, the sandbox refers to an isolated testing environ-
ment for new programs or applications. In a regulatory context, it can be understood as a 
“safe space” for innovative financial institutions to test their activities36.

The FCA launched the sandbox as part of its Project Innovate to facilitate innova-
tions37. It carries three goals: innovation boost, customers’ protection, and fair competi-
tion. Those should be achieved by removing unnecessary regulatory barriers to innova-
tions, which are argued to lie primarily in market-entry requirements, safeguards, and 
legal framework. The FCA continued its criteria for testing under the Innovation Hub, 
including the scope of the applicants, genuine innovation, consumer benefit, the need for 
the sandbox and background research. When applying, authorized and unauthorized firms 
are differently treated. The former is granted with no-enforcement action letters (NALs), 
freeing them from enforcement actions at a later stage relating to their testing activities 
provided they abide by the conditions agreed with the sandbox unit. Individual guid-
ance is available from the FCA on interpreting applicable rules. When issuing waiver or 
modification, the FCA was limited by EU legislative requirements38. Unauthorized firms 

33 kpmg (2018).
34 arner and others (2017) pp. 55-57.
35 unsgsa fintecH Working group and ccaf (2019).
36 ZetZscHe and others (2017a) p. 45.
37 Project Innovate was initiated in October 2014 to encourage innovations in consumers’ interests whilst 
promoting competition through disruptive innovations. George Osborne, the Chancellor, wanted London to 
become “the global center for fintech”, and the FCA committed the Project to this goal. The idea of the sand-
box first came from Britain’s former chief scientific adviser Sir Mark Walport, arguing that the financial market 
would benefit from such that was equivalent to clinical trials in health and pharmaceutical sectors, govern-
ment office for science (2015).
38 Due to EU legislative requirements, two options were available before the Brexit: New Regulated Activity 
or Amending the waiver test. If the first rule applies, a new regime needs to include all the sandboxing activi-
ties and expand the authorization requirement to applicants to become eligible for testing. If otherwise, a new 
test for sandbox firms should be introduced to waiver rules. After the Brexit, regulatory relief can be made by 
amending either Exemptions Order or By Way of Business Order.
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can apply but subject to Financial Services and Markets Act of 2000 (FSMA 2000)39. The 
Advice Unit, opened in May 2016 to support firms engaging in robot-advice businesses, 
expands to offer informal steers to clarify potential regulatory implications of an innovative 
product or business model that is still at the early stage of development. Further dialogue 
can be sought if an application is denied. The FCA agrees on the case-by-case safeguards 
of consumers on disclosure, protection, and compensation appropriate to testing activities. 
By enhancing and diversifying interactions, the regulator can have a better understanding 
of such sandbox firms that have complex and different business models from incumbents, 
and meanwhile it has become easier and quicker for new market players to meet regulatory 
requirements40.

In Australia, an innovation hub was first included in the government’s deregulatory 
agenda, and Australian Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC) set up a sandbox 
under the Regulatory Guide 25741. A fixed list of products and services from a selection 
of firms can be tested for a limited period. Under its regulatory framework, the ASIC pro-
vides three options, and the “FinTech license” allows eligible firms to test limited banking 
businesses with customers protection under dispute resolutions and indemnity insurance 
without holding an Australian financial services license (AFSL)42 or Australian credit li-
cense (ACL)43. If failing outside the eligible criteria, the applicant can still turn to other 
exemptions or an individual waiver.

In Asia, Singapore, and Hong Kong SAR (HK) are very active in attracting FinTech 
investments. Their monetary authorities, which also control banking regulation, have in-
troduced the sandboxes. In Singapore, Financial Technology & Innovation Group (FTIG) 
drives the smart financial center44, and FinTech Office is responsible for collaborations 
among various government agencies, which is particularly important for a mega regula-
tor. If registered with Accounting and Corporate Regulatory Authority, “any firm that is 
looking to apply technology in an innovative way to provide new financial services they 
are or are likely to be regulated by Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS)” can apply 
for a sandbox. Beforehand evaluation and case-by-case assessment are employed to decide 
whether to maintain or relax possibly regulatory requirements. Specified reasons have been 
announced to discontinue the sandbox, including MAS’s judgment and the applicant’s 
discretion45. Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) first designed FinTech Supervisory 

39 S.19, The General Prohibition, Part II Regulated and Prohibited Activities, FSMA 2000.
40 fca (2015).
41 Regulatory Guide 257 is enacted to test FinTech products and services without holding an AFSF or ACL. 
The exceptions or flexibility mainly refer to Corporations Act 2001, National Consumer Credit Protection Act 
2009, and ASIC Corporations (Concept Validation Licensing Exemption) Instrument 2016/1175 & 1176. 
42 Corporations (FinTech Sandbox Australian Financial Services License Exemption) Regulations 2017.
43 National Consumer Credit Protection (FinTech Sandbox Australian Credit License Exemption) Regulation 2017.
44 It was claimed in late 2016 by the Singaporean government to embrace innovations and technologies to 
“enhance value, increase efficiency, manage risks better and create new opportunities and improve the lives of 
Singaporeans”, mas (2016).
45 imf(2019) pp. 29-32.
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Sandbox (FSS) to test innovations from incumbents46. The enhanced version –FSS 2.0– 
accepts applications from both banks and their partnering technology firms (BigTech); 
the latter can directly seek feedbacks from FinTech Supervisory Chatroom (Chatroom). 
Besides FSS 2.0, Securities and Futures Commission is open to both licensed corpora-
tions and start-ups that intend to carry on a regulated activity under the Securities and 
Futures Ordinance (SFO); Insurance Authority (IA) aims to facilitate authorized insurers 
to run pilot programs of testing innovative technologies and appliances in their business 
operations47. Among three sector-based sandboxes, the FSS 2.0 sets a single point of entry, 
whereby the “most-relevant” rule allows the applicant to conduct a pilot trail of a cross-
sector FinTech product.

Recently, sandboxes have been further favored in Asia. In Japan, the sandbox, open 
also to overseas companies48, has supported particularly projects about the aging problem 
after financial services, health care industry, mobility, and transportation49. Financial Ser-
vices Commission in South Korea evaluates sandbox applications according to whether 
services and technologies produce innovativeness, inclusiveness, and positive effects50. By 
enabling Financial Technology Development and Innovative Experimentation Act, Taiwan-
ese government inserts a sandbox under Financial Supervisory Commission, which is the 
first adopted at the statutory level globally51.

The transition from an analogue to a digital financial industry started in sophisticat-
ed markets, but policy makers in developing countries have increasingly relied on finance 
to support economic growth. Those countries have competed with, rather than followed, 
sophisticated financial and technologies centers to generate new technologies and applica-
tions52. They have also set up innovation facilitators, and the thematic sandbox is used to 
prioritize local needs53. Since FinTech is estimated to have benefited certain disadvantage 
groups in Asian-Pacific region54, financial inclusion sandboxes are established in Jordan 
and Malaysia55, and Thailand Securities and Exchange Commission sponsors several sector-
based thematic sandboxes56.

46 In 2016, Fintech Facilitation Office was established by the HKMA to facilitate the healthy development 
of the fintech ecosystem. In September 2017, seven initiatives announced HK’s entry into the Smart Banking 
Era: 1. Faster Payment System; 2. Enhanced FSS 2.0; 3. Promotion of Virtual Banking; 4. Banking Made Easy 
initiative; 5. Open Application Programming Interface (API); 6. Closer cross-border collaboration; and 7. En-
hanced research and talent development.
47 Fast Track was introduced in July 2018 for authorizations of new insurers owning and operating solely digi-
tal distribution channels.
48 Act on Special Measures for Productivity Improvement of 2018.
49 Harvard Business revieW (2020).
50 Special Act on Financial Innovation Support of 2019. fsc (2019).
51 tsai, lin and liu (2020).
52 FinTech 3.5 is named as FinTech activities have become popular in both developed and developing coun-
tries, Arner, BarBeris and Buckey (2015) pp. 20-30.
53 duff (2019).
54 JaHan and others (2019).
55 WecHsler, Perlman and gurung (2018).
56 corBett (2018).
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3.2. country-selected comparative analysis

So far, sandboxes have been settled in both sophisticated financial centers and less 
developed countries. It is not possible nor necessary to list all but some are particularly rel-
evant to China. Both Australia and the UK launch their designs under a twin-peak model, 
which has been newly set in China; the arrangements in HK and Singapore show alterna-
tives. Above all, they have operated for a comparatively long period, providing valued assis-
tance for further discussion. Four cases are compared as follows:

TABLE 1
Convergence and Divergence of Sandboxes in UK, Australia, Singapore, and HK

Jurisdiction UK Australia Singapore HK

Market Structure Direct-Financing

Institutional  
Structure 

Twin Peaks Mega regulator
Sector-based 

regulators

Regulatory Goals
innovation, customers’ protection, and efficient competition

Currency stability

Innovation  
Facilitator

Project  
Innovate

Innovation Hub
Smart Financial 

Centre
Smart Banking 

Era

Preparation Innovation Hub Former version
FTIG

FinTech Office
FSS 1.0

Legal Framework
Limited by 

EU legislative 
requirements

Regulatory 
Guide 257

Accounting 
and Corporate 

Regulatory 
Authority

HKMA  
supervisory 

requirements

Sandbox Regulator FCA ASIC MAS HKMA

Qualified  
Applicants

Authorized and 
unauthorized 
firms under 

differentiated 
arrangements

A selection of 
firms with lim-
ited customer 

exposure

Registered with 
Accounting 

and Corporate 
Regulatory 
Authority

Banks and Big-
Tech firms

Criteria Pre-set 3 options
Regulated by 

MAS
Most-relevant 

rule

FinTech Activities

New appli-
ances to exist-
ing products or 
services, esp. 

RegTech  
solutions

A fixed list of 
products and 

services;
FinTech license

Innovative ap-
plications of 
technologies

Technologies 
partnering with 

banks, esp. 
RegTech proj-

ects

Process By cohorts Expanding
3-stage;

Sandbox Ex-
press

Pilot trails
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Jurisdiction UK Australia Singapore HK

Assessment
Individual guid-

ance
Guidance & 

waiver
Case-by-case 

evaluation
Chatroom

Policy Instruments

NALs, restricted 
authorization 

individual guid-
ance, waivers, 
informal steers

FinTech licens-
ing exemptions; 

individual 
waiver

In-progress 
adjustments,

re-application, 
regulatory relief

Chatroom con-
tacts

Miscellaneous
Differences  
before and  

after the Brexit 

Government’s 
deregulatory 

agenda

Specific reasons 
to discontinue

Sector-based 
sandboxes: 

also, SFC and 
IA

Source: Own elaboration.

This table has summarized the co-existence of convergences and divergences among 
the selected cases. Launched as part of an expansive program to facilitate innovations, they 
are all open to adjustments. After accepting only one start-up application during the first 
six months, the ASIC has continued to broaden the eligibility criteria through new legisla-
tions57. At the core, regulators have prioritized interactions by working with applicants on 
applying for test, as well as choosing the best-practice option inside the sandbox. Accord-
ingly, the decision-making has been modified: regulators’ discretion is based on the case-
by-case assessment and firms are granted with certain autonomy, deciding to withdraw or 
to “go to the market”. Broadly, the structure of direct or indirect financing doesn’t specify 
the design of the sandbox.

In terms of differences, the goals of regulatory policy vary depending on the mandates 
of individual regulator. Under the twin-peak model, capital market regulators are responsible 
for the sandboxes whilst carrying specific responsibilities regarding market behaviors. Alter-
natively, central banks and sector-based regulators can control the sandboxes, including MAS 
and HKMA. There are no single definitions in appointing the sandbox regulator58.

It is argued that regulatory barriers start with the market entry, and thus, the criteria 
are pre-clarified but applied differently in the cases, including the prerequisite to entry, the 
type of eligible firms and the scale for testing. Both authorized and unauthorized firms have 
applied to the FCA, aiming “to make financial market work well so that consumers get a fair 
deal”. Where the “most-relevant” rule applies in FFS 2.0, the regulator is the primary point 
of contact to liaise with other regulators to assess a cross-sector FinTech product. Amongst, 
it is not hard to tell regulators’ preference for RegTech solutions. The FCA launched Reg-
Tech initiatives to help overcome regulatory challenges and benefit the wider economy59, 

57 BocHan (2017). Government’s 2017-18 budget also clarified to create better competition and accountability 
in the entire banking system via the sandbox.
58 It is still controversy whether how regulation is organized may help or hinder the process to develop the 
most efficient and beneficial regulation, and thus have competitive effects, BroWn (2010) p. 574.
59 It was first highlighted by the Government Office for Science and the government’s budget in 2015.
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and 44% of testing by the FFS 2.0 are the applications of innovations in regulatory pro-
cess60. Initially, the FCA took a very prudential attitude to blockchain/DLT, due to its 
potential risks and uncertainty61. But Japan received the first application from a blockchain-
based firm62, and certain areas are open for blockchain tests only in South Korea63.

With an enhanced focus on systemic stability in the post-crisis era, regulators have 
already been alerted to how innovations reshape the banking industry. Retail banking 
products and services have been increasingly supplied via various types of modern digital 
technologies instead of physical branches64. Although traditional banking laws have con-
tinued in most jurisdictions, the cases have shown alternatives. Under Open Banking Pro-
gram, the FCA supports traditional banks to introduce APIs toolkits to enhance identity 
checks to protect customer65. Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA) released 
a new framework in 2018, complementing the ASIC’s “FinTech license”, whereby restrict-
ed ADIs are permitted, when meeting specific requirements, to conduct a limit amount 
of low-risk business for up to two years. Singapore and HK trial special regimes to extend 
banking licenses to non-banks. Issued by the MAS, the digital wholesale bank (DWB) 
license authorizes applicants to serve smaller firms and other businesses but not accept de-
posits in Singapore dollars from individuals; the digital full bank license (DFB) allows for a 
wider range of financial services, including deposits-taking from retail customers. The key 
eligibility criteria include a track record in the technology or e-commerce field. In HK, vir-
tual banks could obtain licenses when meeting the criteria under the Banking Ordinance66. 
In principle, they are required to adhere to the standards under the Treat Customers Fairly 
Charter67 and the Code of Banking Practice68.

Furthermore, specific sandbox tools are varying while operational differences deter-
mine the way how the regulator interacts with applicants. The FCA expands its mecha-
nisms to make regulatory relief by issuing the NALs, while the AISC’s “FinTech license” 
is argued to have offered a “near-automatic right” for eligible firms to test some selected 
services69. The ongoing and constructive interaction can be achieved by either a case officer 

60 yuen (2016) and yuen (2018).
61 magnuson (2018) pp. 1183-1187.
62 raftery and oki (2019).
63 Hektor (2019). After two years, it is established that the Sandbox has created 380 blockchain-related jobs 
and over $110 million new investment, eraZo (2020).
64 saJic and others (2017).
65 Revised Payment Services Directives (PSD 2 2015/2366). In the UK, Competition & Market Authority set 
up Open Banking Implementation Entity in 2016 to publish operational guidelines to drive competition and 
innovation in the retail banking industry.
66 Major requirements include the criteria of the incorporation, parent companies, physical presence and ap-
propriate risk management controls with a business plan of an appropriate balance between building market 
share and earning a reasonable rate of return on assets and equity. Banking Ordinance, Authorization of Virtual 
Banks: A Guideline issued by the Monetary Authority under Section 16(10).
67 The Charter sets out high-level principles, including how banks should design, advise, sell and explain their 
services and products to meet the needs of customers.
68 The Code contains, among others, obligations relating how a bank should conduct itself in its dealings with 
customers.
69 fintecH australia (2018).
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(FCA and MAS) or a standing forum for collaboration (HKMA). As per operation, the 
FCA first set cohorts to accept applications, and then moved to always open to “provide 
more value to firms”. Alternatively, a rolling application process seems similarly workable70.

In nutshell, the sandbox is chosen to facilitate innovations, which is chiefly achieved 
by removing regulatory bias against FinTech firms and their activities. It generally carries 
clarified regulatory goals, deciding the appointment of the regulator, who controls the mar-
ket-entry criteria for eligible applicants; selected FinTech activities are tested via construc-
tive interactions without damaging consumers’ interests. The cases have presented such 
similar elements, but significant differences do exist especially regarding specific sandbox 
tools and operational arrangements. 

3.3. sandBoX: principles-Based regulation

In essence, the sandbox is a form of principles-based regulation. A better understand-
ing of this nature will contribute to a more critical analysis of its effects and limitations.

Principles-based regulation emerged as the comparator for rules-based regulation 
in the late 19th century. By definition71, rules are precise, particularistic, and prescriptive, 
but principles focus on general rules which are higher in the implicit or explicit hierarchy 
of norms than more detailed rules72. When being implemented, rules should be strictly 
complied by firms after being announced by regulators. Since regulators emphasize the 
compliance process, firms can arrange their activities to comply with strict requirements 
of detailed rules at the cost of undermining or avoiding regulatory purposes73. On the 
contrary, principles express the aim of the rules, attaching significance to regulatory goals, 
whereby regulators are responsible for defining the outcomes that they require firms to 
achieve74. It is thus argued that principles-based regulation can be better able to achieve the 
congruence which is what the regulator is intended to achieve. As financial liberalization 
accelerated, rules-based regulators have been badly criticized for lacking flexibility, resulting 
in “one-size-fit-all” solutions75. In particular, the constraining framework was unfriendly 
to new market participants, due to their different business strategies and internal risk con-
trols from incumbents. But it is not possible to have a pure rules-based or principles-based 
regulation. When initiated, Financial Service Authority (FSA) referred its “principles-based 
regulation” to different but non-rules approaches towards oversight76.

70 gfin (2018).
71 The phrase “rules” can be used to describe all legal norms in a broad sense. Here it is interpreted in a narrow 
sense with the features followed.
72 Black, Hopper and Band (2007) pp. 191-192. 
73 It is named as “creative compliance”. Under rigid rules, professionals in finance, law and accountancy can 
still cooperate in helping the issuers of listed companies to manage financial reporting process in a way in 
which compliance was assured but regulatory purposes were avoided, sHaH (1996).
74 It is termed as “goals-based” approach. Goals can be established at varying degrees of specificity, but com-
pliance involves the substantive achievement of regulatory goals by the firms, decker (2018).
75 In the banking industry, it is intensely attacked as “fitting none”, ely (2018).
76 Black, Hopper and Band (2007) pp. 192-193.
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Fundamentally, a more principles-based regulation (MPBR) demands a constructive 
dialogue between the regulator and the regulated. Both parties should have a better under-
standing of the requirements of the principles, including interpretations and applications, 
and the objectives of the regulatory regime, as well as their respective responsibilities and 
approaches to achieve such goals. Regulators rely on high-level, broadly stated principles 
to set standards by which firms must conduct business77. In order to assess whether a firm’s 
method of doing business is appropriate to enable that firm to meet the principles, regula-
tors should have a good level of knowledge and information probing into reasons why the 
firm has decided to do business in that particular way. They therefore need to adopt a more 
educative and advisory approach to supervision after shifting attention from the compli-
ance process of the rules to the outcomes arising from firms’ activities78. For instance, the 
FSA had long claimed to continue a strong predilection for a partnering relationship with 
the financial industry, which has whereas improved its own transparency and accountabil-
ity79. On the other hand, firms are required to adhere to the spirit of high-level principles. 
Their business objectives should be consistent with regulatory goals, whilst compliance can 
be achieved via internal arrangements80. Firms and their senior managers are better placed 
than regulators to determine what actions and processes are chosen within their specific 
business models to achieve any given objectives81. Their active engagement is then appreci-
ated to generate more principles and better compliance.

It is further argued that risks cannot be fully captured in precise rules, but better 
recognized by principles to achieve goals as set.82 In the regulatory context, a risk-based 
approach is a system of decision-making frameworks and procedures for regulators to pri-
oritize activities and deploy recourses based on the assessment of such risks that firms pose 
to regulatory objectives83. It is different from firms’ own internal risk models and controls. 
Also, it is closely linked with, but not equivalent to, regulatory tools and policy instru-
ments designed to manage risks. In the latter’s case, risks are assessed and categorized into 
acceptable and unacceptable ones, clarifying which should be subject to surveillance and 
how such risks should be addressed. A risk-based regulatory approach is at the operational 
level, whereby regulators prioritize the allocation of their resources by assessing risks, de-
ciding where to focus and where not84. In the financial market, systemic risk is among the 
top concerns for regulators and policy makers85.

Prior to the GFC, principles-based regulation, along with risk management in pub-
lic services delivery, has been widely welcomed by central governments and regulatory 

77 mcpHilemy (2013) pp. 758-761.
78 Black, Hopper and Band (2007) pp. 194-196. 
79 moran (2003).
80 Black, Hopper and Band (2007) p. 193.
81 mccartHy (2006). 
82 BamBerger (2006).
83 Black (2010b).
84 Black (2005) pp. 512-514.
85 Other reasons include prevention of fraud, monetary-laundering, and terrorism; consumption protection 
and deposit insurance; and competition policy, cranston and others (2002).
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authorities in the UK, Australia, New Zealand, and Canada86. The EU Commission also 
discussed how to bring into play the benefits of principles87, and the US regulators posi-
tioned themselves as being principles-based88. The crisis has reduced the allure, at least, 
to some extent but not a stigma to its significance and announced supervisory failures of 
such risk-based regulators as the FSA89, though in Canada and Australia, their approaches 
seemed more resilient. Reforms have reinforced efforts to refine the nexus between rules 
and principles. Moreover, principles need to be better implemented90, requiring an over-
all improvement on institutional settings and broader regulatory context91. For example, 
oversight regimes have been reformed in the US, UK and other European countries, but 
different approaches have been chosen92. In spite of mixed outcomes, risk-based approach 
has attracted both state and non-state regulators to deploy resources and improve compli-
ance effectively93. The UK twin-peak regulators have advanced principles by modifying risk 
assessment among others94.

As finance is driven by technologies, the market and regulatory complexity requires 
flexibility and discretion in oversight. Under the MPBR, new participants can be covered 
by the oversight regime. At the core, a dialogic relationship invites the regulated firms 
(and other stakeholders) to play a growing important role within the process of generating 
regulation, which was whereas dominated by regulators under a rules-based regime95. Ob-
viously, firms have enlarged their advantages in information, knowledge, and expertise, and 
are encouraged to share with regulators to achieve the alignment between their business 
activities and regulatory objectives. Regulators are thus required to relax their conservative 
constraints over the identification and articulation of regulatory principles, especially as 
regards technological contents. In terms of the sandbox, the MPBR can offer useful guid-
ance. To be specific, the design of the sandbox should start with well-defined regulatory 
objectives, and supervisory conversations enhance the applicants’ engagement; the assess-
ment of risks exposed by technology-enabled finance should be prioritized to set up the 
eligible criteria for testing. The following checklist covers such issues: 

86 Black (2011).
87 mccreevy (2007).
88 cunningHam (2007).
89 Supervisory failure is defined by whether the regulator has failed to achieve its regulatory objectives rather 
than the failures of the firms under its oversight, fsa (2000). The FCA has clarified what constitute its supervi-
sory failure in similar criteria, fca (2019b).
90 It is especially important for securities regulation, ford (2010).
91 BaldWin, cave and lodge (2012) pp. 302-311.
92 masciandaro and Quintyn (2011) pp. 454-484.
93 In general, regulators are driven by functional, environmental, political and legal motivations to employ the 
risk-based approach, Black (2010b) pp. 185-224. 
94 edmonds (2017).
95 aWrey (2011) pp. 283-297 & 313-314.
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TABLE 2
Guiding Principles to Make the Success of a Sandbox

Elements Criteria Choices

Regulator Regulatory goals;
Educative and advisory approach 

toward dialogue;
Risk assessment and evaluation

Central bank;
Sector-based prudential regulator;

Capital market regulator

Regulated Business objectives;
Strategic approach to regulation;

Senior management’s engagement;
Internal risk controls

Applicants: eligible criteria for 
market-entry

FinTech activities: innovation
esp. digital banking and RegTech 

solutions 

Operation A limited scale Pilot: cohorts/rolling application

Enhanced supervisory conversation 
since an early stage

Tools: Chartroom/case officer
- licensing regime

Firms’ discretion: discontinue, 
whether to go to the market

Exit: fixed expiration time; 
specified reasons to discontinue

Source: Own elaboration.

It is noted that a truly dialogic relationship, being central to the MPBR, requires 
mutual trust between the regulator and the regulated96. Besides, difficulties lie in assessing 
risks and the following resources allocation. Regulators should have a clear determina-
tion of their mandatory objectives, clarifying which risks are concerned to be controlled, 
and of the selection of their own risk appetite97. They will focus on such areas that pose 
highest risks to regulatory objectives. Risks can derive from new market players, as well as 
from a broader environment, where both new and incumbent firms operate98. To manage 
systemic risk better, they are required to be responsive to the behavior, attitude and culture 
of the regulated99, whilst to anticipate problems rather than making passive reactions100. In 
such a context, risk assessment, regarding technical issues particularly, requires a detailed 
framework set by regulators to supervise firms accordingly101. To fulfill this task, regulators 
should improve their competence in such crucial areas as risk assessment by being aided of 
information and expertise possessed by the regulated. Therefore, regulators need be more 

96 Black (2008) pp. 430-432 & 456.
97 Black (2010b) pp. 23-24.
98 Black (2005) pp. 528-538.
99 A “really responsive risk-based approach” is proposed to interact with other strategies by considering broader 
institutions environments whilst being dynamic and capable of building on the regulator’s performance sensiti-
vity by learning from and improving their past performance, Black and BaldWin (2010).
100 Black (2015).
101 Technical assessment of risks can be very challengeable, and some are argued to be impossible. The highly 
complex technical assessment requires considerable cost, time, and expertise whilst alternative parameters might 
result in different outcomes. Those problems are estimated more server in such quantitative areas as environ-
mental policy, rotHstein and irving (2006).
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transparent about their objectives and approaches, whilst improving the border regulatory 
ecosystem for mutual trust102.

3.4. effects and limitations of tHe sandBoX

After six years, the FCA has supported around 700 firms out of over 1,500 applica-
tions in seven cohorts. It claimed to have gained refined insights into the innovation-en-
abled financial market whilst preliminarily fulfilling three goals carried by the sandbox103. 
However, critical limitations have already exposed.

To begin with, a sandbox is initiated to alleviate regulatory burdens facing FinTech 
activities, which is whereas viewed to have tailored the barriers to address specific risks 
exposed by applicants, especially tech startups104. It is then argued that regulators should 
examine carefully FinTech activities rather than their providers. Regulators have welcomed 
new technologies applied to improve existing products and services, triggering the concern 
regarding what constitutes genuine innovation.

700 tests are trivial compared with the size of the British financial market. Even so, 
it seems unmatched: the HK FSS has only trailed 126 initiatives, and the ASIC saw a rise 
of applicants from one to seven after massively expanding its license exemption scheme105. 
As admitted by the FCA, the limited testing scale has questioned the necessity of the sand-
box from the fundamental level106. Stronger criticism has arisen from market participants: 
such FinTech activities that are eligible for test should be directly allowed into the market; 
the sandbox is a regulatory obstacle107.

As reported by the FCA, 40% has been reduced in time than a standard process for 
start-ups to get authorized to provide financial services and products with more access to fi-
nance. But it is not clear how efficient it is when compared with incumbents. For instance, 
the MAS has continued to simplify the process of application and assessment by adding 
“Sandbox Express”. Meanwhile, 90% of the companies that participated in the first cohort 
have gone to the market with start-ups receiving ₤135 million in equity funding. How-
ever, it is still lack of robust evidence linking applicants’ experience with their success in 
the real market. The US FinTech market has continued to set the pace, but the sandbox is 
slow in making. In 2016, a short bill was proposed to introduce one at the federal level108. 
The US Treasury released the final report in 2018, suggesting that a “regulatory sandbox 

102 vires (2014) pp. 165-183.
103 fca (2019a) p. 5.
104 francesca (2019).
105 The Treasury Laws Amendment (2018 Measures Nº 2) Bill 2019. It has empowered the ASIC to cancel 
the business’s exemption or apply to a court for an order requiring the firm to apply in a particular way. Other 
regulatory changes are contained in the Corporations (FinTech Sandbox Australian Financial Services License 
Exemption) Regulations 2017 and the National Consumer Credit Protection (FinTech Sandbox Australian 
Credit License Exemption) Regulation 2017.
106 That is why a regulatory FinTech “scalebox” is suggested to provide additional support, OBE (2021).
107 kelly (2018).
108 H.R. 6118, the Financial Services Innovation Act of 2016, 114th Congress (2016). For a detailed analysis 
of the design under this Act, tHomas (2018).
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can enhance and promote innovation”109. Afterwards, the Office of the Comptroller of the 
Currency (OCC) announced to accept applications for national bank charters from non-
depository FinTech firms engaged in banking business110. In other words, a FinTech charter 
was introduced to regulate non-bankers requiring capital adequacy, financial inclusion 
plans and resolution plans111. It would actually expand the OCC’s current banking rules, 
rather than regulatory belief, failing to attract such leading players as Google and PayPal.112 

Based on some early days’ experience, the sandbox didn’t stand out of other facilities, 
including innovation hubs and alike, which are less resource-intense but might exert a larger 
impact to support more firms113. For example, Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
approved a Lab to promote innovation and fair competition. Earlier on, the Project Catalyst 
under the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), viewed as the predecessor of the 
sandbox, was launched under the post-crisis Dodd-Frank Act in 2012 to cultivate consum-
er-friendly innovations by developing foundational policies114. Financial services providers 
were allowed to conduct trail disclosure program to “facilitate access and innovation”115. To 
reduce uncertainty, the NALs have been gradually modified to streamline the review process 
of risks associated with new innovative products or services116. Additionally, a research pilot 
program was excised to collaboratively test financial technologies and innovations with the 
firms so that first-hand insights can be gained into how consumers make financial decisions 
and use those products. So, the Project Catalyst has engaged closely with companies, entre-
preneurs, and other stakeholders to be better aware of market developments in innovation. 
However, the NALs alone cannot guarantee sufficient regulatory certainty given that the 
sector-based oversight paradigm has placed institutions under dispersed surveillance from 
a variety of responsible authorities117. What is more, the CFPB requires a high standard of 
consumer protections, deferring startups to apply. From this point of view, the idea of the 
sandbox is viewed as a harmful regulatory approach to consumers118.

More critically, as for the applicant, getting approved by one sandbox cannot guaran-
tee its legitimacy in another jurisdiction. To address this, the FCA launched Global Financial 
Innovation Network (GFIN) to build a “global sandbox”, aiming to benefit the “triangle” of 
the regulator, regulated and customers119. But its first cross-border testing pilot failed, due to 
challenges arising from market entry and expansion across jurisdictions120. Being less ambi-

109 treasury report (2018).
110 occ (2018).
111 laWrence and others (2017) p. 194.
112 WitkoWski (2019).
113 unsgsa (2019).
114 cocHran (2017) pp. 80-83.
115 cfpB (2013).
116 cfpB (2016).
117 loo (2018) pp. 255-269.
118 nys attorney general (2019).
119 Terms of Reference for Membership and Governance of the Global Financial Innovation Network (GFIN), 
Section 1.2.
120 gfin (2020a).
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tious, it is still in doubt whether the sandbox can be introduced at the EU level121. To say the 
least, the lack of a cross-jurisdiction approval networking has badly reduced the adaptability 
of the sandbox, as the financial market has been closely linked and interconnected.

The FCA therefore conceded that FinTech firms still require a transformative shift 
from start-up to scale-up so that innovation-enabled technologies will be at scale beneficial for 
the public. Regulators could make use of the sandbox as a “test-and-learn” program to have 
first-hand insights into market dynamics122. As in the US, the sandbox is argued to sunset if 
regulators are competent in dealing with changed financial markets and infrastructures123.

IV. SANDBOXES IN CHINA: REVIEW AND REVISIT

4.1. fintecH activities and regulation in cHina

In China, applying technologies to the financial market was first interpreted as 
“internet-based finance”. It highlighted the role played by computing and internet tech-
nologies, generating a plentiful source of data124. The year of 2016 saw 281 FinTech invest-
ments, taking up 56% of the total amount across the globe125. Especially, mobile payment 
and P2P lending have improved the accessibility to financial services and the diversity of 
products126. With the full “built-for-digital” platforms, FinTech firms have accounted for 
a significant share of Chinese banking services, compared with only 0.5% of the total new 
credit in the world between 2013 and 2017127. Leading BigTech firms, such as Baidu, Alib-
aba and Tencent (known as BAT), have made further innovations and expanded overseas128.

The active FinTech market is attributed to China’s comparative limited loss from the 
GFC, and a welcome regulatory atmosphere. Initially, regulators and policy makers had the 
“lightest touch” to encourage the development of new technologies, including blockchain 
and big data129. Innovations are particularly welcomed to help alleviate financial exclu-
sion130, which has continued to deteriorate with lasting financial depression during the re-

121 Under the EU Action Plan on FinTech of 2018, European Supervision Authorities (ESAs) were mandated 
to carry out an analysis of innovation facilitators and best practice of the sandboxes. The “guided sandbox” left 
the implement and enforcement to Member States but with endorsement, support, and monitoring by EU ins-
titutions. Guidelines, high-level principles, and recommendations are undertaken by the ESAs, especially Euro-
pean Securities and Markets Authority. When the FCA introduced its sandbox, such an approach had also been 
suggested by Olivier Guersent, Director-General for Financial Stability, Financial Services and Capital Markets 
Union, but little progress has been made at the EU level.
122 World Bank and ccaf (2019).
123 allen (2019).
124 cHen and others (2018).
125 nBd (2017). 
126 pBoc (2018) pp. 19-27.
127 frost and others (2019).
128 kpmg (2019).
129 This has made China known as a sandbox for most radical innovative ideas in the financial sector, arner 
and others (2017) pp. 51-54. On the contrary, it is argued that Chinese regulators conducted principles-like 
oversight between 2013 and 2015, Xu (2018a) pp. 73-74.
130 pBoc (2018) pp. 35-100.
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form131. Activities that provide easy accessibility to credit had all bloomed, including digi-
tal banking, equity crowd-funding, funding and insurance sales on internet, online fund 
management and P2P lending. The rapid growth has quickly accumulated risks, triggering 
regulators to tighten their direct controls. A series of campaign-style regulation, including 
temporary orders and legislations, have targeted at a selection of FinTech activities132. P2P 
lending is intensely condemned after having thrived from 2011 to 2015133. In 2016, a re-
port from China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) pointed out that at least 40% 
of such platforms were Ponzi schemes, causing massive shutdowns until late 2020. China’s 
Internet Financial Risk Special Rectification Work Leadership Team Office, a task force to 
eliminate risks in online lending, claimed to have transformed existing platforms to meet 
new capital and regulatory standards within two years.

Macro-prudential regulation has been strengthened from both aspects of institution-
al re-settings and policy instruments134. People’s Bank of China (PBoC) introduced Macro 
Prudential Assessment in 2016135, and stress testing has covered a wide range of commer-
cial banks, requiring consolidated capital adequacy. Systemic stability was further empha-
sized by establishing Financial Stability and Development Committee (FSDC) account-
able to the State Council but located within the PBoC, aimed to achieve the cooperation 
among financial regulators136. Sooner, sector-based regulators were reformed towards an 
objective-based model137: China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission (CBIRC) 
controls prudential regulation, whilst China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) 
maintains its surveillance over the capital market; the PBoC took over further legislative 
and rule-making authorities.

At the local level, Financial Work Bureaus (FWB) replaced financial work offices in 
most provinces, municipalities, and counties138. By centralizing tasks previously undertook 
by various authorities, FWBs are charged to control day-to-day monitoring of financial ac-
tivities in their respective jurisdictions139. They mainly carry two goals: oversee local finan-

131 Financial repression refers to a policy regime that creates a wedge between actual return rates to financial 
assets and normal return rates to investors, li (2001). It has been employed to benefit the SOCBs and also the 
government, which is resistant to deep financial liberalization, lu and yao (2009).
132 Campaign-style regulation can be understood as short-term but compulsory regulatory instruments to deal 
with specific problems or emerging issues. It is not confined to financial sector but prevail throughout China’s 
reform for decades. Recently, it has been criticized to harm the future of innovations among others, Xu and 
tang (2017).
133 you (2018). P2P has gained a global popularity. It has experienced a sharp increase as an alternative finance 
in China, where the SOCBs-dominated financial market have drawbacks and investors have fewer options. 
Market scandals and regulatory vacuum have made it under the spotlight, sHen (2015).
134 milne (2009).
135 ZHeng (2018).
136 dong and others (2017); yang (2019).
137 Han (2017).
138 Titles coexist in many areas. The first financial work office was set in Shanghai in 2002 to promote local 
economic growth whilst implementing policies from the PBoC and sector-based regulators, pan and lv (2014).
139 Huge differences laid in institutional settings and specific tasks across locations, leading to different reform 
approaches, cHen (2016). The division, alongside regulatory arbitrage and competition, might continue with 
the FWBs, li and ke (2018).
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cial market and promote further development; the former is argued to be more urgent due 
to growing risks associated with FinTech activities, prioritizing seven types of institutions 
with four major business areas140. Their legal resource is still not clear141, but a two-tier 
oversight regime is argued to emerge with compartmentalized responsibilities between the 
central and local regulators142.

The last few years have seen China’s leap in FinTech investments, and also massive 
regulatory reforms. But it is very late to launch a systemic design. Not until mid-2019 did 
the PBoC release a three-year plan, and then the State Council approved sandboxes in se-
lected locations.

4.2. sandBoXes in cHina: revieW

The first sandbox was settled in Beijing in the end of 2019. Afterwards, more have 
been introduced as shown in the following table:

TABLE 3
Sandboxes in China (until October 2021)

Pilot Location Regulator(s) Applicants Testing

1st
Beijing

PBoC;
Beijing FWB

3 cohorts
IoT, big data, AI, blockchain, API

Anti-pandemic applications
IoT and Blockchain

2nd
Shanghai

PBoC 
Shanghai 

Headquarter
inc. Tencent Big data, DLT, Blockchain

Chongqing
PBoC Opera-

tions 
Office

Financial inclusion

Shenzhen
PBoC 

Sub-branch
inc. PBoC sub-

branch
For foreigners

Xiongan
PBoC 

Sub-branch
Specialized funds for relocation

Hangzhou
PBoC 

Sub-branch
Risk controls

Suzhou
PBoC Nanjing 

Branch
inc. PBoC 
sub-branch

Cloud computing and big data

140 It is called as “7 plus 4” mode, lu and ouyang (2020).
141 At National Finance Work Conference of 2020, the PBoC announced a series of legislative plans, inclu-
ding the provisional rule about local financial regulation. The Provisional about Local Financial Regulation in 
Shanghai came into force on 1 July 2020.
142 Given China’s size and geographic complexity, it is very challengeable for local governments to deal with 
financial markets in their respective jurisdictions, tang (2017); Wang (2017).
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Pilot Location Regulator(s) Applicants Testing

3rd Chengdu PBoC Branch Financial inclusion

Guangzhou PBoC Branch Cross-border settlement

Shandong PBoC Branch Only banks Financial inclusion

Source: Own elaboration.

Sandboxes can be found from East to West, including both financial center and less 
developed areas. Some are set in experimental zones. Needs are localized, though they are 
not explicitly titled. For instance, innovations for risk controls are prioritized in Hangzhou, 
where e-commerce has bloomed. Cross-border issues are highlighted with testing for for-
eigners in Shenzhen, and Renminbi settlement in Guangzhou.

As of the regulator, the PBoC, alongside the FWB, lead the Beijing sandbox with 
its headquarter in Shanghai playing a similar role. In other locations, its branches and sub-
branches are responsible based on the hierarchy143. It is similar to the designs in Singapore 
and Hong Kong, where the monetary authority is also the banking regulator. Under the 
twin-peak oversight, it is questioned how regulatory responsibilities are divided between 
the PBoC and the CBIRC in facilitating beneficial innovations and beyond144. The other 
peak is the capital market regulator, which operates their respective sandboxes in Australia 
and the UK. In China, the sandboxes are initiated in both Shanghai and Shenzhen, where 
the stock exchanges have run since 1990. Regulated by the CSRC, Shanghai Stock Ex-
change (SSE) is the frontline regulator and has gained first-hand insights into the capital 
market and its predominant participants. It is also active in applying innovation-enabled 
technologies to supervision. For instance, the system of company portrait based upon big 
data is employed to provide detailed and dynamic information about applicants and listed 
companies. Involving the SSE in the sandbox testing will contribute to next-step reforms 
especially in terms of market conduct rules. Regulation in this regard emphasizes trans-
parency, disclosure, suitability, investor protection and protection for consumers145. As 
claimed, the ASIC would “never pursue innovations at the cost of abandoned consumer 
protections”146. In a word, as the central banking system controls the sandboxes, its duty 
and coordination with the twin-peak regulators need to be clarified.

Under China’s current legal system, only licensed financial institutions are eligible 
with 7 applications submitted by non-bank institutions. In Suzhou and Shenzhen, the 

143 Besides Beijing and Shanghai, the PBoC has nine branches, 25 sub-branches and Operations Office in 
Chongqing.
144 A draft was released to amend the Act of the PBoC, suggesting that it should guide innovations develop-
ments whilst being responsible for collaboration.
145 Herring and carnassial (2008). The phrase “financial consumer” has not been officially defined until 
27 December 2019 when the Draft was released for consultation. It is aimed to place down a systemic legal 
framework to protect the consumers, who “have purchased and used financial products and services offered by 
financial institutions”. Previously, consumer protection in financial sector is covered by the Law on the Protec-
tion of Consumer Rights and Interests of 2014, as well as two administrative rules enacted by the PBoC.
146 asic (2017).
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PBoC sub-branches joined banks in applying147. It is significantly different from the UK 
and Australia, where the unlicensed are allowed to test under stricter requirements. Shang-
hai’s sandbox has recently accepted the application from Tencent, jointly with Bank of 
Communications Co., Ltd. The role played by such BigTech firms was first viewed nega-
tive but nowadays, regulators have shifted to support their partnership with incumbents. 
For instance, the HK FFS accepts applications made directly by BigTech firms without a 
banking institution as a bridge. In China, they did not attract much attention from regula-
tors until summer 2019, when the PBoC published a consultation paper to monitor finan-
cial holding companies148. It is not too early to consider whether and if so, how to set the 
criteria for BigTech firms.

As calculated, 119 testings have been made. Most are banking-related, and digi-
talized lending takes a significant part of 90%. They are majorly new technologies applied 
to improve existing products and services, especially financial inclusion. For example, ap-
plications in dialect are tested in Chongqing and Chengdu. It is doubted, as facing the 
FCA, whether such are genuine innovations. Meanwhile, innovations are viewed beneficial 
to promote the professionalism of financial services, including the governance of banking 
institutions, but none of tests are directly linked to this area.

There is little publicly available information about the criteria of testing and the 
internal arrangement, except applications are being taken by cohorts149. It is far from 
clear how the regulator will communicate with applicants prior to and during the test-
ing. Last, either a clarified time limit or a pre-set exit plan has been announced by 
regulators when open to apply in most cases. But Chinese regulators seem very hesitant 
to announce how to end the sandboxes testing. Recently, 7 items are officially named 
to finish testing, but the follow-up is unclear. A fixed term is easy to apply whilst in-
creasing regulatory certainty and predictability, facilitating firms to make the decision.  

4.3. sandBoXes in cHina: revisit
With positive effects, sandboxes have exposed critical limitations, which might face 

extra challenges in China, where FinTech investments have bloomed in a less sophisticated 
financial market with ongoing regulatory reforms.

China’s reform is well known of gradualist approach with pilot programs to introduce 
selected market principles150. As named, the sandbox is a pilot program, carrying features 
of China’s experimentalism. By and large, the government is relocated as the maker of the 
market. The monopoly of the state is not simply removed, but the state-owned, planned 
economy has been utilized as the base for launching a new non-state, market-based sector151. 
Experimental tools and legislations, a majority of which are linked to financial services regu-
lation, have been tried out in a growing number of free trade zones (FTZs). Before regula-

147 ye (2020).
148 The law came into effect on 1 November 2020. pBoc (2020) Nº 4.
149 It is implicit: most sandbox regulators announced additional calls for applications without timetables. 
150 Heilmann (2008a) pp. 3-9.
151 kotZ (2000); lieBman and milHaupt (2015) pp. 73-80.
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tors formalized their policy standing of FinTech investments, temporary rules, and provi-
sional laws from a wide range of authorities have been issued with quick updates.

It is argued that most pilot reform programs are proved effective, as primarily 
evidenced by China’s lasting economic growth. It is more striking in the case of crises: 
extraordinary politics are quickly utilized to control threat and instabilities152. But the 
over-dependence on pilots might hinder the birth of systemic designs. Besides, shortcom-
ings cannot be ignored. First, experimentation is largely initiated and revised from inside 
the government and implemented without referring to the limitations set by laws, named 
as “experimentation under implementation”153. Reform regime attempts to achieve po-
litical legitimacy through legal reform, and the dignity of the Party is thereby ensured by 
reinforcing the relationship between codification and politics154. Legal reform is conducted 
through pre-existing political organs, prioritizing the Party’s superior position of admin-
istrative bureaucracies. Moreover, under the party-state hierarchy, the central government 
defines the goals for reform and growth, while local governments control resources to trial 
specified innovative policies and instruments. They are encouraged to meet those pre-set 
targets by employing financial institutions in their jurisdictions155. Meanwhile, legislative 
powers are divided between central and local government bodies, reinforcing the overly ex-
tensive authority of administrative power156. As explained, the FWBs are taking over regu-
latory responsibilities from the central regulators, requiring clarifying their role in running 
sandbox testing and beyond. Furthermore, due to the top-down cadre appointment, local 
governments pursue overstated positive results of pilot programs. Fake or wrong models 
might be covered or manipulated, and even failures are likely to be abandoned silently at a 
high expense of social and/or budgetary costs. It is argued that economic inefficiencies are 
the necessary prices to maintain political control and stability in China157. It has made it 
further unreliable to assess the true effects of the sandbox testing in different areas.

When the financial market is concerned, the reform is primarily aimed to replace the 
role of the government in allocating credit whilst overseeing the state sector by well-func-
tioning financial disciplines, including an independent central bank, flexible interest rates, 
and efficient revenue systems158. So far, liberalization has yet been completed with various 
constrains upon exchange rates, market-entry for foreign financial institutions and direct 
controls from the central bank and other authorities.

To begin with, China has continued to rely on indirect financing via banks, which 
have long been dominated by state-owned commercial banks (SOCBs). Due to monetary 
expansion and fiscal stimulus during the crisis, Chinese banking industry has assumed a 
large amount of risk, becoming “too big to fail”159. Banks have actively engaged in deliver-

152 It is named as “institutional reserve capacity”, BalceroWicZ (1994).
153 Heilmann (2008b).
154 potter (1994) pp. 325-358.
155 lieW (1995) pp. 883-895; sacHs and Woo (2001).
156 lampton (1992) pp. 33-58.
157 Qi and Han (2006) p. 107.
158 cHen, Jefferson and singH (1992).
159 yao and Wu (2011) pp. 794-802.
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ing products and services via electronic platforms. As they will continue to be favored by 
the sandbox regulator, their risks should be carefully assessed when clarifying the market-
entry criteria. On the other hand, the capital market has been underdeveloped with a low 
level of concentration, being ineffective in allocating resources160. Apparently, there lies a 
mismatch between innovations accepted into the sandbox and what should be supported. 
Meanwhile, China has a typical financial recession market, highlighting the role of innova-
tions in financial inclusion161. RegTech solutions are required to assist regulators in protect-
ing customers, including disadvantage groups, whilst maintaining systemic stability162. But 
RegTech solutions are absent from the sandbox testing, resulting in another mismatch.

In terms of regulators, recent institutional re-settings have moved towards a more 
functions-oriented oversight model, which is argued to underpin the MPBR to deal ef-
fectively with market risks and dynamics163. But it is still in doubt whether regulators are 
equipped to oversee market activities rather than providers as under the sector-based re-
gime164. In the case of P2P lending, Chinese regulators are putting it under the arms of for-
mal banking165. Information asymmetry is the major barrier for lenders to reduce default 
risks, and regulator would be better to set useful indicators, covering the borrower’s credit 
scores, demographic information and social network166. Generally, various accesses to credit 
have attracted massive FinTech investments, which is largely attributed to China’s financial 
repression, requiring a more comprehensive regulatory approach167.

Legal reforms have occurred piecemeal with the revision of old rules and the drafting 
of new ones, but gaps have co-existed with overlapping168. In spite of active digital bank-
ing business, traditional banking law still applies, requiring the approval from the PBoC169. 
Since 2014, four digital-only banks have been licensed: WeBank backed by Tencent, MY-
bank by Aligroup, AiBank by Baidu and China Citic Bank170. Amongst, Alibaba’s Ant 
Financial, as well as AMTD Group171, applied for the DWB license issued by the MAS in 
January 2020. In Australia and the UK, twin-peak regulators have jointly initiated to facili-
tate the establishment of new banks under their own mandates, providing valued assistance 
for China to introduce a regime for digital banking licensing. It is reported that China 

160 allen and others (2012) pp. 63-145.
161 sHen and ZHang (2020) pp. 192-195 & 199-200.
162 Xu (2018b) pp. 10-13.
163 micHael (2020).
164 sHen (2022) pp. 188-190 & 195.
165 It is still questioned how the platforms will repay, so investors are likely to suffer massive losses. As explai-
ned, P2P have important benefits as alternative finance in China by offering credit to private sectors and the 
small-and-medium enterprises in particular, sHen (2018).
166 Xu and tang (2018); yan, yu and ZHao (2015). 
167 sHen (2017) pp. 71-73.
168 yang and tan (2017).
169 Arts. 12 - 15, Law of the People’s Republic of China on Commercial Banks (2015 Amendment).
170 cHina’s digital Banking (2019).
171 AMTD is Asia’s largest independent investment banking firm headquartered in Hong Kong, including Chi-
nese electronic company Xiaomi financial arm, Xiaomi Finance, energy company SP Group, and South East 
Asia’ online lending company Funding Societies.
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is finalizing its first rule for online-only banks172. The rule is expected to reduce financial 
jeopardy and lure portal participants, and remove bias against foreign financial institutions 
when providing online banking services to Chinese citizens173. As long as enacted, regula-
tors should clarify whether foreign entities are eligible to apply for the sandbox.

A special FinTech license, like in Australia, seems too radical for the time being 
given that Chinese regulators have become alert to certain risks associated with selected 
FinTech activities. Comparatively, it would be more workable to offer individual guidance 
by appointing a case officer or via a fixed arrangement. It is argued that, under the MPBR, 
the regulator’s call center will outweigh a case-by-case officer so as not to inhibit the firms’ 
willingness to develop their own solutions to comply with the principles174. Just as in HK, 
through the Chatroom, the firms have access, via face-to-face meetings, emails and video 
conferences, to both Fintech Facilitation Office and Banking Department of the HKMA 
at an early stage. In China, any further organizational reforms would add excessive uncer-
tainty whilst increasing burden on the market. It is thus important to improve the sandbox 
by restructuring the existing arrangement, rather than introducing new agents175. Joint 
meetings have been widely favored after the State Council guided previous sector-based 
regulators to manage domestic instability in August 2013. Without a clarified definition, it 
refers to a temporary arrangement to manage specific issues or urgent problems by bringing 
together different government and non-government organs176. Based on the practice that is 
already in place, a call center can be formalized by institutionalizing the joint meeting via 
granting clarified goals and regulatory responsibilities regarding FinTech activities.

Furthermore, Chinese regulators have long relied on administrative tools and orders 
to control the firms, which should be replaced by more indirect policies177. As explained, 
the MPBR requires a truly dialogic relationship based on mutual trust, as well as a series 
of checks and balances; those are far beyond the contributions which can be achieved by 
a sandbox. First, well-clarified and consistently pursued goals are primary for principles-
based regulators to communicate with firms. To support innovations is the shared un-
derstanding among regulators to set up the sandbox. Both customers protection and fair 
competition are addressed, though the latter might be beyond the conventional mandates 

172 reuters (2020).
173 competition policy international (2020).
174 Black, Hopper and Band (2017).
175 Based on existing cases study, it can cost from $25,000 to $1 million to set a new sandbox. Mostly such 
existing authorities as payment departments and financial sector regulators are granted with new responsibilities 
for operating innovation facilitators, including the sandbox when appropriate. It is usual to tap internal resour-
ces rather than new hires, appaya and Jenik (2019).
176 It is hard to track the origin of the joint meeting. In most cases, they can only commence after being ap-
proved by the head office of responsible agencies within the State Council to communicate timely across de-
partments to reach agreements. In the financial regulatory context, the first joint meeting was launched by the 
PBoC to deal with money laundry in 2002. The CBRC had led to manage illegal fund-raising on a quarterly 
basis without much information accessible. It was reported to halt in 2013, and several proposals to institutio-
nalize it had all failed, ZHang and cai (2013).
177 lu and Xu (2020) pp. 62-67; yang (2018).
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of such regulators as the MAS and HKMA178. In theory, it is questioned whether “to facili-
tate FinTech activities” can be an appropriate regulatory goal; different answers have led to 
varying attitudes and approaches across jurisdictions. In the UK, regulatory goals are only 
listed in the FCA’s websites without being explicitly legitimated179. But it could be thorny 
in such rules-based regimes as the US, where the legitimacy of promoting innovation being 
a regulatory objective, among others, has hindered the set-up of the sandbox180. However, 
it is not the focus of discussions in China: innovation boost, especially its role in improv-
ing financial inclusion, seems a tacit belief. Even so, from lightest touch to campaign-style 
controls, regulatory uncertainty has been the top concern for the market. It is argued that 
the biggest value of the sandbox is attributed to its signaling functions to communicate 
regulators’ flexibility towards innovation firms and their activities181.

The core to the MPBR is the dialogic relationship arising from mutual trust between 
the regulator and the regulated. In China, how local regulators communicate with the 
central government is still under doubt, which has rarely been addressed by institutional 
resetting182. Under the top-down cadre appointment, local governments have to seek sup-
port and advocation from the higher-level patrons183. The central government has main-
tained, to a certain extent, its control of the personnel system in the banking industry184. 
For example, the PBoC’s governor is at a higher political rank than the chairpersons of the 
SOCBs, who are mostly appointed by Organization Department of the Party’s Central 
Committee. When appointing bankers, some senior officials are selected from the PBoC 
and regulatory commissions; vice versa185. Due to such an intensely politicized process, 
regulatory conversation might continue to run throughout a rigid political hierarchy rather 
than mutual trust.

Broadly, reform progress in other areas would affect financial liberalization and 
regulation in China. For one, how local authorities manage financial oversight has been 
interwoven with reforms about the fiscal and tax policies186. For another, the SOEs have 
continued to be privileged with cheaper credit guaranteed by the government, increasing 
non-performing loans to the SOCBs. But without a functional capital market, flawed insti-
tutions cannot accomplish the market-oriented reform187. Local governments have also em-
ployed local financial institutions to support local SOEs, becoming a new channel of bad 

178 cgap-World Bank (2019).
179 The authority of the UK financial regulators used to be constrained by EC provisions, including the FSA’s 
principles-based regulation. After the Brexit, it would not be the main issue facing the twin-peak regulators, 
which have extensive rule-making powers under the BoE and the HM Treasury. 
180 allen (2019) pp. 600-605 & 637-638.
181 ZetZscHe and others (2017a) pp. 64-91.
182 liu, cHen and tao (2016).
183 raWski (1995) p. 1155.
184 Huang and mian (2011).
185 lao (2019).
186 gui (2017).
187 Qian (1999).
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loans188. Reform of financial markets has thus inextricably entwined with efforts to reform 
the SOEs with the state retaining ultimate control over them189. 

In sum, China’s financial sector has developed with strong government intervention, 
and pilot programs have expanded with severe shortcomings. As a pilot program, the sand-
box seems better prepared than previous experimental points: differing themes are designed 
to fit into local needs, and regulators have modified the testing scale. But all the problems 
associated with Chinese version of experimentalism will similarly affect FinTech oversight: 
administrative discretion is placed above policy experimentation, undermining the authority 
of established rules and legislations, whilst experimentation under the political hierarchy is 
fundamentally different from mutual trust required by the MPBR. It is such a financial eco-
system that validates the analysis of the sandbox approach to FinTech regulation in China.

So far, the basic elements of the sandboxes have emerged in China. The cases study 
and the comparative analysis have contributed to a to-reform list as follows:

TABLE 4
Further Reforms for the Sandboxes in China

Regulatory 
Goals

Key Elements Current Arrangements Problems/Recommendations

Innovation 
boost;

Systemic 
stability;

Consumer’s 
protection;

…

Regulator PBoC system;
FWBs

Relationship with twin 
peaks?Role of local financial 

regulators?

Applicants Licensed financial insti-
tutions

esp. commercial banks

BigTech firms?

Foreign financial institutions?

Innovations No publicly known 
information

Licensing regime for digital 
banking

RegTech solutions?

Tools Dialogue: no publicly 
known information

Call center by institutionalizing 
joint meeting

Special FinTech license X

Process Pilots Shortcomings of gradualist re-
form

Exit
No publicly known 

information
Fixed time: easy to apply

Clarified reasons: need to pre-set 
Source: Own elaboration.

Obviously, mismatches exist in terms of applicants and tests accepted by the sand-
boxes in China; dialogue should be enhanced and diversified from an early stage. Due to 
the lack of essential information, their effects cannot be reliably assessed. Above all, huge 
efforts are needed from regulators and policy makers to improve transparency and account-

188 Herd, Hill and pigott (2010).
189 Brandt and ZHu (2007) pp. 86-143.
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ability. So, the sandbox in China should primarily clarify that regulators are really commit-
ted to providing accommodative treatment by improving regulatory certainty. 

V. CONCLUSION

The sandbox, as an innovative policy instrument to facilitate beneficial technologies, 
has been finally placed down in China after a long preparation. The sharp rise of FinTech 
activities in a comparatively young financial market has challenged regulators and policy 
makers to refine the balance between pursuing stability and supporting innovations devel-
opment. As argued, the sandbox is not the only option or the best-practice solution to ac-
commodate market changes; cases of both successes and failures have been found globally. 
Even though, it would make contributions if to get it carefully designed and implemented. 
This article has summed up guiding principles to make it successful in China. Rather than 
transplanting a certain model, a couple of cases have been compared to provide valued as-
sistance when making further changes. In principle, the sandbox should be based upon re-
cent institutional re-settings, and consider the eligible criteria for BigTech firms and foreign 
institutions, and meanwhile open the door to RegTech solutions and digital banking among 
others. For another, this article has expounded on the nature of the sandbox as a form of 
principles-based regulation, which requires carefully designed regulatory goals, risk-based 
approaches and a truly dialogic relation in particular. The other way around, a shift towards 
a more principles-based oversight perimeter requires far more profound reforms.

Above all, this article has clarified that it is overriding to view the sandbox more as 
a temporary arrangement to improve regulators’ competence than a permanent facility to-
wards an innovation-friendly regulatory ecosystem. Insides, testing might not always have a 
happy result, but the sandbox is leastwise worthy a decent ending.
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